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ABSTRACT

Following a natural disaster or other large-scale events which require emergency response assessing and monitoring
the situation at hand is of critical importance. However, some infrastructure that is often relied upon such as cellular
service or the power grid might be temporarily disrupted or entirely unavailable. In order to be able to still transmit
relevant monitoring data gathered from sensors, the use of a low-cost LPWAN with LoRa modulation technique
is suggested in the approach presented here. Combined with an analysis of disaster response in Germany the
relevant aspects are consolidated in a concept utilizing LoRaWAN with a ChirpStack backend that is easy to set up
and entirely independent of external infrastructure. The proposed addition which aims to support disaster control
management in Germany is then tested in conjunction with a fictional flooding scenario where an area is monitored
with autarkic sensors using LoRaWAN technology.
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INTRODUCTION

Natural disasters, extreme weather events and the accompanying hazards such as destruction of nature as well as
infrastructure and even threats to human life pose a great challenge in the near future. As climate change and
other environmental phenomena will increase the number and intensity of such incidents an adequate emergency
response will be of the utmost importance. Here, the organizations and persons in charge rely on a large amount of
information from various sources to be able to correctly assess the situation and make well-founded decisions to the
best of their knowledge. Therefore, in addition to using advanced operational equipment which undergoes repeating
testing and modernization cycles, utilizing modern technologies has become one of the key aspects of successful
disaster preparedness and prevention as well as emergency response. Part of that are options for grasping the initial
or current state followed by continuous monitoring: Only through a comprehensive evaluation of the situation is it
possible to make the correct decisions in extreme conditions and under immense pressure overcoming the various
challenges presenting themselves.

In the summer of 2021, the German region surrounding the river Ahr in the states of Rhineland-Palatinate and North
Rhine-Westphalia was subject of a catastrophic flooding event, the biggest in Germany’s recent history costing well
over a hundred lives and causing substantial damage to buildings and other infrastructure (Schäfer et al. 2021). After
major disruptions of the power grid and cellular services, it took several weeks to provisionally restore them (BBK
2021). With the rebuild of the Ahr Valley still ongoing it is not the only case study that emphasizes the critical
need for information, but also the difficulty in sorting and managing all available data to allow for an appropriately
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measured and well-coordinated emergency response. In federal systems this may be exacerbated when the disaster
region spans a large area and affects two or more states. Furthermore, especially in rural areas additional problems
like lacking cellular service coverage may be encountered. In combination with sparsely populated regions other
new approaches such as scraping social media posts for relevant information tend to fall short of their potential.

For that reason, technological advancements in other areas have also gained traction as suitable tools for emergency
forces. In the event of complete breakdowns of cellular service or even the power grid for example a way
to independently transmit sensor data via radio transmissions could provide a significant upside when paired
with established procedures. For this purpose, the use of a Low-Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) utilizing
Long-Range (LoRa) modulation technique is analyzed and presented as a possible way to support decision makers
during large scale disasters. Related approaches use LoRa-based networks for direct communication (Höchst et al.
2020; Macaraeg et al. 2020), for assistance during emergency response efforts like firefighting (Sendra et al. 2020;
Tayeh et al. 2021) as well as dynamic setups aided by UAVs (Pan et al. 2021; Stellin et al. 2020) and will be
discussed in more detail below. The concept proposed in this work focuses on a combination of these advantageous
characteristics using an independent network suitable for emergency response protocols and procedures in Germany.
As such, a Long-Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) can be used to monitor vast areas following a relatively
short and simple setup of gateways and sensors. The necessary steps can be integrated into existing workflows in
order to not impede crisis response. The approach is highly flexible and can be adjusted depending on the situation
at hand. For example, in case of a flooding event, sensors to monitor water level and moisture can be distributed
while erecting sandbag barriers or while searching for missing people. Afterwards, these sensors can communicate
with gateways mounted on emergency vehicles allowing coverage of an area that previously could not be monitored
and even persevering in the case of a power outage or telecommunications breakdown. Additionally, all data can be
pre-processed by algorithms to reduce the amount of information that human actors have to handle. Instead, they
may focus on delegating emergency forces and other measures relevant to disaster control management. This paper
outlines such an approach using LoRaWAN technology and provides an example for a possible monitoring setup
during an exemplary disaster response scenario.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Disaster response in Germany

The Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany stipulates how responsibility in case of such emergencies is
distributed between the federal government and the 16 federal states. While this covers most aspects of disaster
control from a legislative perspective, the main takeaway is that the competences and powers initially lie with
the states. They have established authorities at several levels ranging from administrative districts and the cities
to regional administrative levels and all the way up to the ministries at state level (Fritzen 2010). Furthermore,
in order to facilitate cooperation between states the ministers of the interior meet regularly to ensure ongoing
exchange and prevent divergent legislation. This is supposed to enable trouble-free collaboration for decision
makers and emergency forces alike and leads to generally similar disaster protection laws. Using the example
of Hesse, the Hessian Fire and Disaster Control Act (HBKG1 2014) defines the scope of events that constitute a
disaster, distinguishes the levels of disaster control authorities and covers aspects such as (voluntary) fire brigades,
medical and rescue services as well as further help on the federal level. Here, the Technical Relief Agency (THW2)
can assist with both personnel and equipment, especially during large-scale disaster response and relief efforts. For
extreme cases such as the flooding in the Ahr Valley mentioned in the previous section, the German Federal Armed
Forces might also be called upon.

Additionally, the HBKG regulates the proceedings during such an event: in most cases it will start as a regular
emergency response operation and depending on scale and complexity the relevant authority can declare the
necessity of a disaster operation as well as escalating responsibilities to a higher authority (§34, §35 HBKG). In
Hesse, once this stage has been reached, a central disaster control management is established. Using the concept of
staff work, leaders and subgroups are assigned administrative and organizational tasks or operational and tactical
tasks such as hazardous substance monitoring, technical operations management as well as an information and
communication center depending on what the situation requires (§29 HBKG). Members of a certain staff cover
specific areas such as personnel, situation, deployment, supply or other (optional) tasks and report to the head of
staff (FwDV 100 2009). In order to achieve an adequate disaster control management, all municipal, administrative
district and state offices are required to assist if requested (§28 HBKG). This of course means that a large amount of
information converges in the command center and has to be processed by the respective staff members, so that
appropriate decisions can be made. This further emphasizes situation assessment and monitoring as a critical

1 German: "Hessisches Brand- und Katastrophenschutzgesetz"
2 German: "Technisches Hilfeswerk"
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aspect of successful disaster control management. On top of proven workflows such as relaying information
from emergency forces certain monitoring systems can be used to survey the environment and its developments.
Such systems are however not always readily available and thus only partially present in the work of emergency
responders. The THW for example has a mobile monitoring unit to measure water levels and pump volumes, it is
however partially reliant on cellular service, requires a rather extensive setup and takes up significant personnel time
(THW 2008). Other systems currently designated for use in disaster scenarios similarly tend to rely on expensive
equipment, demand specific training, are time-consuming to set up, have limited coverage or transmission range or
flat out do not work in areas with no cellular service or power grid connection. As such, autarkic sensors whose data
can be reliably transmitted under difficult conditions seem like a promising approach to support disaster response
efforts. This means that a given sensor node is entirely independent of existing infrastructure which is achieved
through the use of batteries and the LoRa transmission capabilities and will be described further in the sections
regarding concept and hardware setup. In addition, an independent network infrastructure is utilized with the basic
principles of the corresponding technology stack being covered in the next section.

Gathering sensor data using LPWAN

Various radio technologies could be used to transmit monitoring data, which can have different advantages and
disadvantages depending on their physical and network implementation. In domestic areas, mainly Wireless LAN
(Wi-Fi) and Bluetooth (often: Bluetooth Low Energy, BLE) are used. These are however not suitable for monitoring
for emergency forces in outdoor areas, especially due to the high data rate and the associated power consumption as
well as the comparatively low range. In addition to these technologies, there is also cellular radio which can transmit
data at high rates if the required infrastructure is available and functional. However, the power consumption is
accordingly high and there is an existential dependence on a network operator and cell tower coverage. In contrast
to this are the so-called LPWANs mentioned above that are characterized mainly by low power consumption and
high range while sacrificing bandwidth as shown in Figure 1. LoRaWAN is known as one of the most widespread
and adopted implementations of a LPWAN (Adelantado et al. 2017) and was thereby selected as part of the concept
outlined below.
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Figure 1. Comparing LPWAN, Wi-Fi, BLE and Cellular technologies according to (Semtech 2021)

The term LoRaWAN specifies the medium access control (MAC) layer and the backend infrastructure of the selected
technology. LoRa, the physical layer used in this technology stack, was developed by Cycleo SAS, a French company
acquired by Semtech in 2012, and enables low-power operation and long-range communication (Adelantado et al.
2017; Paul 2021). Since Semtech is holding the patent, the components of the physical layer can therefore only be
fabricated by Semtech licensed manufacturers. Nevertheless, the LoRaWAN standard (LoRa Alliance 2017) itself
is open-source and is specified and developed by the LoRa Alliance3. The specification describes bidirectional
communication, join procedure and encryption of messages. The latter ensures the security of the transmitted
data, an essential aspect as emergency response efforts might require the exchange of sensitive information. The
LoRaWAN standard utilizes a combination of unique identifiers and encryption keys to establish and maintain
network and session integrity as described in section 6 of the specification (LoRa Alliance 2017).

3 https://lora-alliance.org/
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Generally, a LoRaWAN contains nodes (sensors or actors), concentrators (gateways), a network server as well as at
least one application server (backend). The nodes transmit data via LoRa modulation technique to a gateway that
subsequently sends the data via Ethernet or cellular connection to the backend. The network server aggregates
messages from all gateways, manages authentication and checks for possible duplicate messages. Afterwards it
sends the application payload of the message to an application server. This server then processes the data further
and sends it to a database or a web server, for example. In Europe, the 863 MHz – 870 MHz ISM bands are
commonly used for LoRaWAN transmissions. The frequency range is divided into several sub-bands, each with a
different data rate. There is also a limit for the maximum percentage of time during which a node can transmit
data called the duty cycle (1% in Europe) (LoRa Alliance 2020). The possible range and battery life depend on
factors such as the surroundings, various parameters of the radio transmission, antennas and interfering factors. One
of the parameters regarding the radio transmission is the so-called spreading factor that has significant influence:
The higher the spreading factor, the slower is the data transmission but the greater is the range (Adelantado et al.
2017). Battery runtimes of up to 10 years are possible, depending on battery capacity and send cycles (Cheong
et al. 2017). Furthermore, potential ranges of 1 - 2 km in urban areas and 10 - 20 km in rural areas have been
observed (Hoeller et al. 2018; Linnemann et al. 2019). This bodes well for the use-case of monitoring during
disaster response scenarios since the battery life should not be of concern, even for events spanning multiple days or
weeks and transmission ranges can alleviate problems in areas with poor coverage. With the additional possibilities
of overcoming telecommunications breakdowns and power outages, LoRaWAN and related technologies have seen
increased mention in regard to emergency response as the following section shows.

LPWAN and LoRa in disaster response scenarios

The main benefits of an approach based at least in part on a LoRaWAN communication setup appear to be tailor-made
for use during large-scale emergency response. While more suitable for transmitting a small amount of data at a
time, the long range resulting in extensive coverage coupled with the possibility to achieve autarkic networks that do
not have to rely on cellular service or the power grid are very suitable for areas stricken by disasters, especially
if coverage was already poor or non-existent prior to the incident. One of the most common use-cases has been
utilizing LoRaWAN to establish communication between emergency forces, either by transmitting text messages
from one device to another through a LoRa-based network (Höchst et al. 2020; Macaraeg et al. 2020) or introducing
a technique that couples it with Wi-Fi and GPS (Vrindavanam et al. 2020). Since communication is essential to
properly coordinate disaster response, an independent and autarkic network for long-range communication could
turn out to be a great help. Tayeh et al. (2021) have proposed a LPWAN-based alternative to the personal alert
safety system for firefighters that is triggered when the carrier remains motionless for a certain period of time
and designed to help state assessment and localization of firefighters. Another approach to aid in firefighting was
presented by Sendra et al. (2020): the authors devised a low-cost network based on LoRa technology to monitor
forest fire risk in rural areas using information gathered from temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and carbon
dioxide sensors. They did however rely on The Things Network4 (TTN) as their backend infrastructure. In order to
overcome possible disruptions of networks after a disaster and to ensure dynamic coverage as needed, Pan et al.
(2021) proposed a LoRa mesh network aided by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to quickly establish long-range
wireless communication for emergency response showing possible ranges for line of sight 1-hop transmission
distances upwards of 10 km. Similarly, Stellin et al. (2020) suggested a Wi-Fi network of UAVs acting as relays for
the traffic generated between mobile LoRaWAN nodes and a remote base station such as the command center for
disaster control management, subsequently evaluating the system in wild area firefighting scenarios. Combinations
and variations of the approaches outlined above are of course conceivable, for example utilizing emergency vehicles
as mobile gateways as well as UAVs when encountering terrain impassable for ground vehicles. The concept
proposed here for disaster response in Germany using LoRaWAN as the main communication technology will be
described in greater detail in the following section.

CONCEPT

Monitoring disasters using LoRaWAN

Given the suitability of LoRa-based technologies in disaster scenarios outlined above and shown in the analyzed
related works a concept to integrate such an approach in the emergency response procedures in Germany is proposed.
The main focus lies on large-scale areas such as rural sectors with either overall poor, temporarily disrupted or even
non-existent communication and monitoring infrastructure. While certain stationary and long-term information
sources like weather stations, pollution monitoring in cities or water level measurement at select locations exist in
Germany, they are inherently limited regarding adaptability or mobility for specific disaster events. Prior surveying

4 https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/
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of the affected areas is also mostly impossible due to the sudden and dynamic characteristics of the situations
encountered during emergency response. Since each event is also highly individual and might require different
information to correctly assess necessary steps, being able to easily set up an adaptable and low-cost network is a
promising approach to support decision makers. Here, the relevant authorities could utilize data transmitted through
a LoRaWAN gathered from various sensors and covering large areas, even when existing systems are disrupted or
none exist at all. In order to overcome problems such as poor cellular service coverage or power grid outages, an
entirely independent LoRa-based communication network is established using either stationary (e.g. command
center) or mobile (e.g. mounted on vehicles) gateways and autarkic sensors that are equipped with a battery and
thus work for a long time. After the initial setup which is as simple as placing a sensor node at a suitable location
no further interaction from the personnel is required. Through the use of mobile gateways coverage can easily be
extended and different sensors for environmental monitoring can be combined as desired. This is useful specifically
in areas and during events that pose a high risk for personnel or technical equipment alike such as flooding or
forest fires. Furthermore, information requirements for various actors like police, firefighters or the THW may be
satisfied through the adoption of additional sensors. As long as the node is able to transmit data using standardized
LoRa modulation it can be integrated as part of the network. Here, several sensors for parameters like temperature,
pressure, moisture, movement or distance, light or certain gaseous substances are available to consumers. This leads
to relatively cheap hardware components, bringing down overall cost and making potential losses more tolerable.
Additionally, sensor nodes can easily be equipped with a GPS module allowing for simple mapping of the measured
values and the given location, for example through use of a geographic information system software. It also enables
convenient retrieval once the crisis event is over as well as possibilities to track resources such as vehicles and
other expensive equipment or even personnel. While manual location input is possible if GPS is not used, this
is only suitable for mostly stationary components. When fully utilizing the dynamic capabilities of the proposed
LoRaWAN setup, for example in form of a floating sensor node to analyze flood streams, location tracking becomes
indispensable. The information collected via the gateways is then processed as required and converges in the central
disaster control management, being provided to either the relevant staff or the information and communication
center. The applications connected to the LoRaWAN backend also allow for computer-aided processing which
can visualize and highlight information in a certain way, send messages or alerts regarding conditions such as
thresholds and make documenting the operation and situation easier, for example by integrating recorded parameters
or even automatically generated analyses in reports. These applications are however not within the scope of this
work, instead the focus lies on supporting disaster response efforts in Germany by seamlessly integrating the
LoRa-based approach in existing workflows while offering added value and possibilities to adapt and expand the
concept. The proposed technology stack to accomplish that task is shown in Figure 2. Since crisis and hazardous
events are however inherently spatial, processing and visualizing geospatial information is a key aspect of handling
the gathered sensor data. In order to provide insight into potential workflows and set up a baseline example, the
information gathered via the backend was stored in a time series database and subsequently imported in QGIS5, a
free and open-source Geographic Information System (GIS).

Sensor nodes Gateways LoRaWAN backend
(ChirpStack)

Applications

Figure 2. Network architecture of the proposed concept

As described above, this stack consists of various components that are necessary for successful transmission. In
addition to the nodes and gateways that can be deployed depending on the situation at hand, a network server and an
application server are required, also referred to as the LoRaWAN backend. Here, the use of a private LoRaWAN is
preferred because of the sensitive data and the need for guaranteed availability. This ensures that the setup is not
dependent on external infrastructure or services while also remaining highly customizable. The solution chosen for
the approach presented here is the open-source project ChirpStack, allowing for backend setup and administration
with relative ease. After receiving data from a sensor, a gateway sends the data to the network server via the

5 https://www.qgis.org/
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gateway bridge, providing integrations with various cloud platforms. Furthermore, the application server offers a
web-interface and APIs for other services such as MQTT or an InfluxDB connection. The use of ChirpStack thus
enables connections or integrations with existing systems and provides a flexible structure for further developments
(Brocaar 2022). The ChirpStack Gateway OS also makes it possible to easily distribute the needed software onto
single-board computers and to run an entirely independent network for the disaster control management in case of
disruptions or outages regarding other communication services.

Applying the concept to a use-case

In order to evaluate the proposed approach a fictional flooding scenario was devised. An area next to the Campus
Lichtwiese of the TU Darmstadt was determined for monitoring. Consisting of mostly forest, a small stream and
a train track run through it as well as some buildings in the west and at the northern perimeter. Obstructions to
line of sight possibly reducing transmission range consist of mainly trees and foliage as well as small changes in
elevation. The boundaries of the area follow terrain and selected pathways. The command center is located east of
the campus with the main goals of the emergency response efforts being comprised of preventing damage to existing
infrastructure and controlling the spread of the flood, e.g. by deploying sandbag barriers where necessary. Certain
points of interest along the stream are also monitored so that the structural stability of bridges and the safety of the
residential area northwest of the disaster zone can be ensured. Figure 3(a) shows the initial situation as disaster
response efforts are planned. Emergency forces would arrive from the northwest and set up the command center at
the eastern end of the campus which also provides a suitable location for the gateway. As personnel would assess
the situation and identify these points of interest, they would then continuously monitor certain locations. This
could prove to be difficult if communication were disrupted or parts of the area had to be evacuated. Furthermore,
an approach using sensors allows for constant and accurate monitoring of certain values over time.

Figure 3. (a) Situation during planning and (b) with the proposed LoRaWAN setup

The same situation is visualized in Figure 3(b), now utilizing the proposed LoRaWAN setup. Here, personnel
that would otherwise have to monitor these locations can be replaced by sensor nodes to measure water levels or
moisture. While the water level sensors are placed along the stream the moisture sensors could be placed at sandbag
barriers surrounding the buildings in the north and west, alerting disaster control management to potential failures
if flood levels rise too high. Additionally, the moisture sensor in the south can provide information on whether that
part of the train tracks has been flooded and the easternmost node helps in assessing the spread of the flood in that
direction. Furthermore, if conventional modes of transmitting the data are disrupted or otherwise unavailable, the
independent LoRaWAN infrastructure should ensure that the information reaches the command center. In order to
examine the feasibility of the proposed concept in conjunction with the fictional disaster scenario described here,
tests with a fully functional setup comprised of sensors, gateways and the aforementioned ChirpStack backend were
conducted. The results are described and discussed in the next section.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Hardware setup for use-case testing

In order to examine the proposed concept in conjunction with the fictional flooding scenario, a mobile gateway and
sensor nodes were set up in the area of interest. The hardware used for field-testing is shown in Figure 4. The
selected gateway is a RAK 7258 with the required power being provided by a portable battery. This means that even
when other power sources such as generators or the grid are temporarily disrupted or entirely unavailable, there will
be no interruptions of the network’s capabilities. In addition, nodes can verify successful transmission so that failed
attempts are repeated and no data is lost. Both the gateway and the battery are stored safely in a protective case
which is suitable for outdoor use. Furthermore, it can be fitted with brackets to mount it in or on a vehicle, enabling
the use of a mobile gateway and flexibility regarding the placement within or even outside the monitored area. The
gateway is connected to a RAK W113 (5.8 dBi) antenna. The nodes are various LoRa ESP32 boards, all equipped
with batteries for power supply and GPS for location tracking. Different sensors are connected to the boards such as
ultrasonic sensors to measure the water level or capacitive sensors to monitor moisture. While both ready-made
sensor kits for LoRa and individual components are available to consumers, custom-built solutions tailored towards
specific use-cases to fulfill the needs of disaster control management are preferred for now. One example is the
TTGO T-Beam V1.1 development board that can be programmed as necessary and fitted with additional components.
Here, it was used to examine the signal strength in the area and track the personnel which is placing the sensor nodes.
In addition to the GPS module a battery was added and a protective casing was made by 3D printing. Similarly, all
network components in the field function in an autarkic capacity and allow for a setup that is fully independent of
external infrastructure as described in the concept above.

b)

a) c)

d)

Figure 4. Hardware setup: (a) RAK W113 antenna, (b) RAK 7258 (mobile) gateway, (c) TTGO T-Beam V1.1 with
and without 3D printed protective case, (d) LoRa ESP32 with moisture sensor

Evaluation using a fictional scenario

In the fictional scenario, emergency forces enter the area from the northwest and drive to the command center
location at first. All required hardware is transported to the site as part of the vehicle equipment. Depending on the
situation at hand and the expected use-cases, different LoRaWAN components and sensors are brought along. For
example, for flood control and relief efforts the equipment should include various sensors for monitoring water
levels and moisture as mentioned in the previous section. In the future, appropriate distribution of resources should
be part of the research scope, including an analysis what equipment should be stored where, for example regarding
the levels of disaster response in Germany described above.

After the gateway has been set up at the command center, emergency forces traverse the area to survey the situation
at the points of interest and distribute the sensors as planned and shown in Figure 3. During that step, they also
carry a node equipped with a GPS module. This not only allows the command center to monitor their position but
also enables signal strength testing throughout the entire trip. If coverage is insufficient, further gateways could
increase transmission range, for example by moving vehicles fitted with a mobile gateway into suitable positions. In
the scenario described here, testing along the pathways closest to the boundary of the monitoring area indicated
that the gateway located at the command center would be sufficient. Figure 5(a) shows the path that emergency
forces took when surveying the area and setting up sensors with the current location being continuously transmitted.
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This not only means that personnel currently in the area can be tracked but also verifies that the LoRaWAN is
working and data is processed by the ChirpStack backend. Once all sensors have been distributed, the second testing
phase focuses on the main goal of LoRa-based monitoring in disaster response scenarios. In order to monitor the
flooding and any relevant developments, sensor nodes were placed at points of interest in the area that transmitted
information regarding the water level at key points along the stream and moisture values from certain locations.
All sensors successfully transmitted data during the test, sending both the measured values as well as location
information to the gateway as shown in Figure 5(b). This enables automated mapping of sensor values and locations,
allowing for example a real-time visualization for disaster control management and further processing connected
to the LoRaWAN backend, e.g. by alarming emergency forces when the moisture nodes near buildings detect
critical values. It also provides constantly updated information for decision makers, does not require interaction
from personnel beyond initial setup and retrieval once efforts have concluded and is relatively low-cost in case
components are lost or destroyed.

Figure 5. (a) Setup phase and (b) monitoring phase during field-testing

As such, the feasibility of the overall concept was demonstrated by the field-testing regarding the fictional flooding
scenario. All points of interest were successfully monitored throughout and the data transmitted from the sensor
nodes to the gateway was processed by the ChirpStack backend according to expectations. All testing was conducted
with spreading factors (SF) of 7 or 8, sending a payload every 30 seconds. Depending on the requirements and the
situation at hand, the SF and other parameters can be adjusted as necessary. For example, if coverage is insufficient
the SF can be increased (up to SF12) which might incur other limitations such as reducing the duty cycle. This
would only apply however if no exceptions were granted for official use during disaster response. An alternative
would be increasing the number of gateways to simply increase the size of the network. Future work thus includes
testing with multiple gateways for a larger possible monitoring area as well as utilizing the aforementioned approach
for mobile gateways, for example if the command center has to be moved out of the monitoring area. In that case,
vehicles fitted with gateways could be strategically placed to maintain or even extend coverage. Another scope of
further research could be the tracking of emergency forces through personalized GPS sensor nodes for the duration
of the mission if so desired. Since none of this introduces new requirements regarding the general setup, the
overall concept and testing proved t1o be satisfactory. An area spanning multiple square kilometers was monitored
establishing a consistent connection with the gateway located at the assumed information and communication center
of the disaster control management using a LoRaWAN setup costing approximately 380 Euro with readily available
hardware components. In order to optimize the benefits for emergency response use-cases, relevant monitoring
parameters have to be identified so that suitable sensor nodes can be prepared accordingly. This of course extends to
other parts of the proposed LoRa-based monitoring concept that will have to be evaluated further together with the
relevant actors of disaster response efforts in Germany.
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CONCLUSION

The successful experimental evaluation of the proposed LoRaWAN setup demonstrates the feasibility of LoRa-based
monitoring in large-scale disaster response scenarios in Germany. The presented approach using sensor nodes with
various LoRa ESP32 boards, a RAK 7258 gateway and a ChirpStack backend showcases a cost-efficient way to
monitor a large area and transmit sensor data entirely independent of external infrastructure. Further testing in
less controlled environments will however be essential, for example to be able to assess the implications regarding
significant obstructions to line of sight such as mountain ranges or densely populated areas with tall buildings. Other
concerns regarding the validity of the outlined approach as well as the implications of real crisis and hazardous
events will have to be further evaluated with experts both on a technological and operational level. Still, given the
importance of monitoring the current situation as well as possible developments during emergency response efforts
LoRaWAN technology appears to be very promising: the hardware is readily available, the setup is easy and can be
adapted dynamically if requirements or circumstances change and the network continues to function even if cellular
service, power or other infrastructure are temporarily disrupted or not available at all.

Above everything else, the concept should integrate seamlessly with existing and established emergency response
workflows. In order to ensure that, possible next steps include field-testing in larger areas and with varying topology
and surroundings to properly evaluate the use of mobile gateways and the adaptability of other components while
making sure that the work of emergency forces is not impeded in any way. Furthermore, taking part in disaster
response exercises on different levels such as municipal, regional or supra-regional scenarios is highly desirable
allowing for potential adjustments regarding disaster control management in Germany. As mentioned above, this
could for example include automated generation of reports or visualizing sensor data via real-time maps. Future
work could also, but is not limited to, seek to integrate other ideas that utilize LPWAN such as person and equipment
tracking or UAVs carrying mobile gateways over impassable terrain.
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